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South Africa in Transition 

Gregory Shank 

Part I: A View from North America 

WE ARE PLEASED TO PUBLISH THIS TIMELY SPECIAL ISSUE OF SOCIAL JUSTICE 
on the historic transition taking place in South Africa today. This 
volume complements an earlier issue on South Africa that ap? 

peared a year before the State of Emergency and counterinsurgency war were 

unleashed against anti-apartheid forces in 1986. That volume, entitled "State 
Terrorism in South Africa," characterized Pretoria's international lawlessness 
and included an analysis of the Freedom Charter, a document central to under? 

standing current constitutional negotiations. 
This issue has been more than a year in the making. I traveled to South 

Africa in January-February 1990 on the educated guess that significant change 
was in the offing, only to experience the history-making unbanning of the anti 

apartheid organizations and the release of Nelson Mandela. My goal had been 
to pose questions to activists in the anti-apartheid movement that would give 
readers of Social Justice insight into the processes of change 

? and the new 

conflicts created by these changes 
? that is unavailable in the conventional 

media. Was apartheid giving way to the democratizing tendencies of the social 
movements? If so, in what ways would progressives have to readjust their 
worldviews? How did the new political landscape in southern Africa relate to 

equally massive shifts taking place in the economies and at the level of state 

power in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union? What would be the major ob? 

stacles to the creation of a non-racial state in South Africa? 
I was particularly interested in how events in South Africa would resonate 

in the United States. Surely they would rekindle both hope and skepticism 

given the tortured national history of black-white relations (as well as Native 

American relations, as emphasized by Nelson Mandela in his comparison of 

U.S. reservations to South Africa's Bantustans during his June 1990 visit). I 
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ii Shank 

do not wish to imply that the situations in these two countries are comparable 
? 

historically, politically, or economically 
? or that developments in either 

country represent the fulfillment of some historical ideal or the abstract evolu? 
tion of rights, rather than the outcome of human aspirations and struggles for 

social justice. Nonetheless, U.S. history has many parallels with that of South 

Africa, from the initial white settlers' promotion of human rights for them? 
selves while either engaging or acquiescing in black enslavement and codify? 
ing their disenfranchisement for eight decades after the signing of the 

Constitution of 1789, through the Civil Rights Movement's challenge to legal 
discrimination or "racial separateness" in the late 1950s and 1960s, to the 
structural inequality based on exclusion by skin color that continues in the 

U.S. today. As such, the movement for equality in South Africa is simultane? 

ously a critique of progress so far in the U.S., for the residents of Soweto or 

Inanda would surely abhor conditions in South Central Los Angeles or 

Chigago's South Side. It forces North Americans to ask whether South 
Africa's new constitutional order will be able to assure basic rights for all citi? 
zens while reversing a legacy of privilege for the white population that has 
rested on the dispossession of the black population and their forceful removal 
from their lands. It also raises the question of whether these parallels ironically 
will become divergences as the achievements of the Civil Rights Movement in 
the U.S., including affirmative action programs, are dismantled while ad? 
vances in the struggle for equality take place in South Africa. 

Despite popular imagery to the contrary 
? at least in the United States ? 

it was not South Africa's Afrikaans-speaking population who in an excess of 
racism invented the apartheid system.1 Such a notion is analogous to the once 

widespread misconception that white racism in the U.S. has been endemic 

only to the Southern states. Underlying each political system is a globally in? 

tegrated and expanding system of economic exploitation that has generated, 
and was conditioned by, racist ideologies and a racially structured hierarchy of 
economic and political power.2 An essential feature characterizing the opera? 
tion of the system at a global level, which movements for democracy on both 
continents must grasp, is the compatibility between liberal democracy and 

gross historical forms of exploitation 
? 

slavery in the Americas, colonization 

(with its negation of basic rights), apartheid in South Africa, and repressive 
counterinsurgency states elsewhere in the Third World, which are the actual 

forms global capitalist expansion has taken, in contrast to the ideological view 

that centers on equality before the law and electoral democracy as imperatives 
of this economic system. 

The historical transition from racial capitalism in South Africa 

(1652-1948) to the apartheid program introduced in 1948 shares some simi? 

larities with the earlier changes in the U.S. from the slave codes to the Jim 

Crow laws. A new level of struggle was institutionalized in 1947 in the con 
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text of the anticolonial upsurge when the United Nations first condemned seg? 

regation practices. As part of the postwar expansion of the U.S. economy, so? 

cial peace was cemented by an agreement with organized labor that signifi? 

cantly increased wages in exchange for a no-strike pledge and a rise in pro? 

ductivity, while for people of color, measures were introduced to end the post 
Reconstruction patterns of legalized segregation of black and white citizens. 
President Truman integrated the armed forces in 1948, and the Supreme Court 
ruled unanimously in the 1954 Brown vs. the Board of Education decision that 

segregation was unconstitutional. 
As Wallerstein has pointed out (1991), both developments were shaped in 

the crucible of a U.S. world order ? which he calls The Great American 

Peace ? that brought with it unparalleled American prosperity. The price paid 
internationally was the maintenance of order in the Third World, including 
support of South African lawlessness against the post-revolutionary states in 

southern Africa. Domestically, the cost was that of relative deprivation. "It 
was precisely the integration of trade unions into the political establishment 
and the ending of legal segregation combined with the real increase in the in? 
comes of skilled workers and the middle classes that brought to the fore the 

degree to which there were exclusions. The U.S. had moved from its pre-1945 
situation when only a minority were prosperous to its post-1945 one where the 

majority felt prosperous, or at least moderately so. This was a trigger to action 
for the excluded, action that took the form of new consciousnesses ? most 

notably black (and later other minority groups') consciousnesses and women's 
consciousness" (Ibid.). 

The end of the 25-year prosperity initiated a period of vast change and 
transition not unlike those of 1815, 1919, and 1945. Alterations in post-1945 

political arrangements resulted in the so-called Reagan Revolution, which rep? 
resented the abandonment of the welfare-state alliance with labor and the mi? 

norities. Similarly, it appears to have led to the emergence of a new configu? 
ration of class forces at the elite level in South Africa. There, the National 

Party has abandoned two central elements of the alliance that made possible 
their 1948 victory (and apartheid): the agricultural and white working-class 
sectors of its constituency. 

The current transition in South Africa has the potential to bring about real 
forms of equality that have yet to materialize in post-Civil Rights Movement 

America. This country's second Reconstruction began with the passage of the 

Voting Rights Act of 1965. But with the dissipation of the protest movement, 
state and municipal electoral work ascended to dominance in the 1970s and re? 

sulted in the placement of black mayors in almost all the major metropolitan 
centers and, in 1989, of a black Governor in Virginia. These efforts resulted in 

far less power than anticipated and certainly far less than hoped in terms of 

improvements in the standard of living for African Americans. Nonetheless, 
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this historical achievement is one of the bases for the great resonance that ex? 

ists between the two movements: Martin Luther King's birthday is celebrated 
in Soweto, and Nelson Mandela receives a hero's welcome throughout the 

United States. The limitations of a civil-rights strategy based on legal equality 

perhaps could explain the unwillingness of democratic South Africans to have 

Mandela cast as another King. Full social and economic equality are impera? 
tive for black political power to be meaningful. 

Despite its relative decline as a leading world-economic power, the United 

States remains sufficiently wealthy for it to become one of the most social 
welfare-oriented nation-states in the world, with one of the most advanced re 

distributive structures. For it to do so will require a rupture with current social 

welfare priorities, which do not adequately serve a large sector of the white 

population, much less seriously intervene via affirmative action to overcome 
or reduce inequalities that have accumulated as a result of past discrimination. 
As a national minority, African Americans will find the rewards associated 
with affirmative-action programs, for example, to depend on the good will of 
the executives and legislators representing the dominant culture. In resource 

rich South Africa, once majority rule is a reality and land reform has been 

implemented, parliamentarians representing the historically disenfranchised 

majority should have a stake in carrying out genuine affirmative action ? 

assuming, that is, that current changes do not result in the formation of a new 

elite with little or no interest in carrying out popular aspirations for social 

justice. 
In any event, both the wealth and increased possibilities of equality of op? 

portunity will create new challenges for the United States and South Africa. 
Each will serve as magnets to a steady stream of migrant workers from the 

South (the "third and fourth worlds"), where the decline in the standard of 

living shows every sign of accelerating. Each could find itself constructing 
barriers to protect citizens' welfare entitlements and other redistributive mech? 
anisms from the just demands of noncitizens who will become essential to the 

functioning of their respective economies. In this way, the current surge of 

equality could produce a new round of exclusions from economic, political, 
and social rights. 

Prospects for Short- and Long-Term Change 

As the global restructuring of capitalism continues to unfold in the 1990s, 
the locus of change and instability will continue to be in the South and the 

East. The breakdown of Cold War logic 
? 

always fuzzy at best with regard to 

the South ? has opened the way for an emergent world order whose contours 

at the onset of the 21st century are unclear and whose potential for regional 

military and ecological destruction could easily outweigh its promise of 

greater adherence to democracy and social justice. For South Africa's forces 
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of order, represented by the National Party under Frederik de Klerk, the new 

political ambience has undermined the ideology of anticommunism ? and to 
a lesser extent, its counterterrorist sibling. For the forces of liberation, repre? 
sented by the African National Congress (ANC) under Nelson Mandela, it has 

served to blunt the anticapitalist thrust of those who found resonance in so? 

cialism as an ideology because of the linkage between apartheid and 

capitalism. 
Undoubtedly, each of these leaders will find a place in history for their re? 

spective roles in ushering out a morally reprehensible system, just as each will 
receive criticism for moving too slowly. The true test, however, will be 
whether they are capable of maneuvering beyond their respective historical 
constraints: one's belief in the ultimate justness of an inherently polarized 
historical system that distributes rewards globally along a continuum of color 
and the other's belief that the power of the state secured through national lib? 
eration struggles may be able to override the logic of that global system to 

provide not only national sovereignty but also economic salvation to the 

dispossessed. 
There is a temptation by some analysts to view the almost worldwide 

challenge to totalitarian structures as emanating from a common source and 

representing the victory of the liberal-democratic state and the freedom of the 

individual. To be sure, perestroika in the Soviet Union, democratization and 
marketization in Eastern Europe, and the transformation of apartheid in South 
Africa appear to represent responses to the larger pattern of global economic 
and political realignment. Yet far from the fruition of an historical ideal, the 
watershed years 1989-1990 were forced upon South Africa's apartheid regime 
and on the Eastern command economies by the collapse of the post-World 

War II political order, the relative decline of U.S. dominance, the unilateral 
withdrawal of the Soviet Union from the Cold War, and the actions of the 
mass democratic movements that took advantage of this political opening. 

In the near term, these dramatic changes in the political sphere will lead to 

South Africa's reincorporation into the world community of nations. A con? 

stellation of reasons led the government into power-sharing discussions with 
the ANC. First, de Klerk had the insight and courage (that his predecessor 
Botha lacked) to see that the far Right could be defeated electorally. Although 
the state's repressive apparatus nearly annihilated the United Democratic 
Front at one point, a resurgent level of activism and opposition on the ground 
also played a central role. The cutting off of financial credits from Western 

banks severely affected the growth rate of the South African economy and 

triggered a net capital outflow of more than $10 billion, mainly through debt 

repayment. Devaluation of the rand and the rolling over of the debt were ele? 

ments in the timing of the changes. The South African government's loss of 

legitimacy in the 1980s had also undermined the military prowess and ideo 
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logical hegemony underpinning its ability to effectively operate a cheap labor 

system. In addition, loss of the war in Angola provoked a domestic crisis. Yet 
the government continues to operate from a position of relative strength in re? 
lation to the progressive opposition by virtue of its near monopoly on repres? 
sive force, the still-enormous economic resources at its command, and because 
of the enormous cost it extracted from the anti-apartheid forces both in lives 
and organizational dislocation. 

In the end, however, apartheid structures under the hegemony of the 
National Party since 1948, like Eastern Europe's one-party Stalinist model, 
could no longer continue as before.3 The de Klerk government had begun to 

speak of power-sharing and to release senior ANC political prisoners, includ? 

ing former ANC Secretary Walter Sisulu, from prison in October 1989. The 
bans on mass protest were lifted and the government began to chip away at the 
nation's petit apartheid laws by ordering desegregation of some neighbor? 
hoods, shopping areas, and public facilities. Further, the government's death 

squad activity 
? and implicitly the security and intelligence structure (the 

National Security Management System) that had been running the country 
since the declaration of the State of Emergency in 1986 ? was not only scan? 
dalized in the press, but also condemned and investigated by the de Klerk 

government. 

This set the stage for a promised vast expansion of rights, which would 
find legal expression in the constitutional negotiations, and economic expres? 
sion in the redistributive proposals for a new dispensation for the black major? 
ity. These negotiations will also determine who will stay and who will 

emigrate, taking with them skills and part of the national patrimony. Further, 

they will lead to political pressure on the anti-apartheid social movement to 
transform itself into a political party that can respond to the government's re? 
form initiatives and form coalitions that will isolate the segregationist Right. 
By June 1991, after a 17-month reform program, the de Klerk government had 
met most of the conditions imposed by the international community for the 

lifting of sanctions. It had abolished all the country's major race laws, includ? 

ing the Immorality Act, the Land Acts, the Group Areas Act, the Separate 
Amenities Act, and the Population Registration Act, a process that ended most 

legally sanctioned segregation in the country after decades of racial discrimi? 
nation. Registration under the Population Registration Act of 1950 had effec? 

tively determined the rights and privileges of South Africa's 36 million 
inhabitants for the rest of their lives ? where they could live, whom they 
could marry, even what public transport they could use ? and was the build? 

ing block for hundreds of apartheid laws that have protected privilege for 5 
million whites and denied the vote and other economic rights to 30 million 

blacks, as well as limited the rights of the 3 million people of mixed descent 
and the nearly 1 million of Indian descent. Nonetheless, existing lists of 
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people's races were to be maintained so long as another vestige of institutional 

racism, the 1983 Constitution, remained in force. Keeping the population reg? 
ister in place allowed the government to keep apartheid laws on the books that 

grant lower state pensions to blacks than to whites, and that allowed 

government-run state schools to remain segregated if they wished. In addition, 
the government implicitly sanctioned residential segregation by allowing 

neighborhoods to draw up "norms and standards," while refusing to redis? 
tribute land to blacks, particularly the 3.5 million South Africans forcibly re? 

moved from their property. 
The 1983 Constitution barred the black population from representation in 

Parliament, granting only whites, Asians, and people of mixed race, known as 

Coloreds, representation in the national legislature. Thus, by mid-1991, the 

dismantling of legal apartheid had proceeded only to the stage of discussing 
how to institute one-person, one-vote democracy for the first time in South 

Africa. Constitutional negotiations between the government and the ANC 
stumbled on the ANC's demand that a constituent assembly be set up inde? 

pendent of the government, to be followed by an interim government that 

would oversee South Africa's first free elections ? a process that had worked 

effectively in Namibia under United Nations' auspices. Yet the government 

effectively sabotaged the talks through its complicity in and refusal to seri? 

ously stem the ongoing violence aimed primarily against ANC members. 

Hanging in the balance for both political forces is the lifting of interna? 
tional sanctions against South Africa. With the repeal of the Population Reg? 
istration Act, the de Klerk government met all conditions of the U.S.'s 1986 

Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act except the ANC demand that all political 
prisoners be released. Anti-apartheid forces in the United States and leaders of 
most African states took the position that sanctions should not be lifted until a 
new South African constitution is adopted. 

By mid-July, 1991, however, the European Community, the United States, 
and Japan began the process of removing sanctions. Sanctions have played an 

important, albeit ambiguous, role despite the hypocrisy of leaders of states, 
such as Presidents Reagan and Bush, whose opposition to them was blocked 

by the Congress. Economic sanctions would have much more quickly precipi? 
tated the collapse of apartheid had they been rigorously enforced. According 
to an economist for one of South Africa's leading mining and industrial com? 

panies (Bethlehem, 1988: 298-300), although the data are difficult to assess, 
the powerful impression remains that after passage of the Comprehensive 

Anti-Apartheid Act, trade continued despite sanctions, and to the extent that 

particular countries were compliant, the business was taken up by others 

happy to take advantage of the opportunities afforded. For example, while the 

trade of the U.S. and Britain with South Africa declined, Japan's trade re? 

vealed a relative increase.4 
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Options for the Anti-Apartheid Movement 

An assessment of the options available to any future majoritarian govern? 
ment in South Africa must be placed in the regional context. The new political 
ambience is characterized by the withdrawal of East European and Soviet 

military, infrastructural, and economic support? the latter always inadequate 
to the task of fostering an alternative economic zone for Third World develop? 

ment, but far from inconsequential 
? for the liberation movements and post 

revolutionary states in Mozambique, Angola, and South Africa. On the nega? 
tive side, that assistance also carried with it the baggage of "far too little 

democracy and far too much inflexibility in socioeconomic policies in south? 
ern African socialist circles" (Saul, 1991: 148). What remain as development 
options are reliance on the IMF and World Bank, forging workable regional 
economic organizations, or, in the worst case, continued isolation. 

Indebtedness in Africa stands at $100 billion, and South Africa, no less 
than other states in the region, has witnessed in the 1970s and 1980s an ever? 

growing dependence upon export markets, falling terms of trade, and a rising 
international debt burden. African borrowing from multilateral sources (the 
IMF and World Bank) is currently estimated at 8.5% of the continent's gross 
domestic product. High interest rates and low levels of new capital have re? 

sulted in a net transfer from Africa to the West estimated at $6 billion in 1989. 
In April, the Rev. Leon Sullivan exhorted the 35 million African Americans to 

press the U.S. government to cancel Africa's debt, and Nigeria's President 
Ibrahim Babangida demanded that the countries of Europe and the Americas 
set up a massive program of aid and "total debt write-offs" for Africa "because 
services of our forefathers in the American plantations were unrewarded and 

unpaid for...[and] because the exploitation of Africa during the period of 
colonial rule further impoverished us and enhanced the development of the 

West" (cited in Hunter, 1991; see also San Francisco Chronicle, April 20, 

1991). 
To the chagrin of African heads of state, external sources of development 

capital have been diverted by the marketizing trends in Eastern Europe. Ac? 

cording to the Institute for International Economics, over the next decade 
Eastern Europe's economic reforms will benefit Western Europe but hurt de? 

veloping countries due to higher interest rates and a drop in their labor 
intensive exports. The study estimated that over the next five years, between 

$30 and $90 billion of net capital would go to Eastern Europe 
? less than 

previously predicted but enough to push international interest rates up between 
one and three points, causing fiscal havoc in the indebted poorer countries. 

The resulting transfer of wealth will benefit industrial countries that serve as 

the world's creditors, perhaps with the exception of the United States, the 

world's largest debtor nation (UPI, 1991a). 
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The second requirement for development, the absence of war among and 
within the nations of southern Africa, particularly Angola, Mozambique, and 
South Africa itself, has been attained at great cost. The long ordeal of the 

Reagan Doctrine ? U.SVSouth African-sponsored economic destabilization 
and military rollback of post-revolutionary governments 

? has left weakened 
state and party structures. The return of these embattled states to the 
IMF-World Bank fold, and their engagement in multiparty elections that 
could replicate a Chamoiro/UNO-style model in Nicaragua, measure the suc? 
cess of the Doctrine. Of course, the settlements in southern Africa were, in 

fact, negotiated: South Africa's military setbacks in Angola in 1987-1988 and 
international sanctions contributed to Namibian independence; the loss of 
South African ground support over the Namibian border, in turn, severely di? 
minished UNlTA's military prospects. Nonetheless, some analysts suggest that 
the terrain of struggle has simply shifted to the electoral arena, which could 
succeed in installing former "freedom fighters" where military means have 
reached a stalemate (Hunter, 1991; Martin, 1991; Nesbitt, 1991). 

In light of the improbability of military victory, the U.S. and South 
Africa are seeking a win in the political arena through a policy of 
economic and political destabilization similar to that used in 

Nicaragua. After that small Central American country was suffi? 

ciently demoralized and worn down by war and the economic em? 

bargo, its electoral process was successfully manipulated to serve 
U.S. interests. 

If non-racial elections are held in South Africa, it would be unrealis? 
tic to believe that the Bush administration would not do its best to 

maximize the prospects of that country's white elite and of black op? 
ponents of the African National Congress (ANC). This interest may 
stem from long identification with the white minority regime. How? 

ever, absent the active U.S. constituencies for UNITA [because of 

corruption and human-rights reasons] and the apartheid government 
of South Africa, it is unlikely despite its interests and sympathies that 

the [then] war-preoccupied administration would be paying much 
attention to southern Africa (Martin, 1991: 41). 

The support for Mozambique's Renamo, Angola's UNITA under Jonas 

Savimbi, and South Africa's Mangosuthu Gatsha Buthelezi by U.S. right-wing 
think-tanks such as the Heritage Foundation, as well as by conservative politi? 
cal action committees and congressmen, has been extensively documented. 

This constituency explains, in part, Buthelezi's easy access to the Oval Office. 

It also portends support for "moderates" in South Africa's non-racial elections. 

Considering that a recent survey indicates that if free and fair elections were 
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held today (that is, if black South Africans could vote), urban blacks would 
elect the ANC with 71% of the vote, and only 4% for the National Party and 
3% for Buthelezi's Inkatha Freedom Party, a massive infusion of funds would 
be required to lessen the ANC's appeal (Wren, 1991). 

U.S. electoral management is not the only scenario. Whereas power 
sharing in Southern Africa contained elements of a military stalemate, in 
Eastern Europe the democratic revolution was, except for Romania and per? 

haps Yugoslavia, carried out by peaceful means and was quite beyond the 
control of Western wishes. "Roundtable" discussions led to the incorporation 
of oppositional sectors into the centers of state power, although this was often 
followed by elections that generally assured the victory of right-of-center 
forces promising the cornucopia of capitalism. Nonetheless, the economy, ex? 

cept in the former German Democratic Republic, remained in the hands of the 
former Communist Party nomenklatura ? even in Poland where the most 
strident steps toward a market economy were taken. Privatization of state 
owned industry formed the centerpiece in restructuring efforts toward a com? 

petitive market economy. In general, however, the capital needed to buy out 
and revitalize state industry along intensive lines came to be monopolized by 
the nomenklatura and illegal sectors internally, or possessed by foreign corpo? 
rate interests. Privatization on this basis would be either to sanction a circula? 
tion of elites or effectively sacrifice national sovereignty. 

Similar obstacles obtain in South Africa, where economic life has long 
been characterized by highly concentrated ownership in the private sector (a 
tendency accelerated by sanctions), but ironically also in the large state sector, 
the customary whipping boy of conservative fiscal theory. One element in the 

restructuring of apartheid was a government plan to sell state corporations and 

public enterprises 
? 

powerful monopolies in airlines, railroads, the harbors 
and highway network, telecommunications and electricity companies, arma? 
ments and phosphate industries, petroleum pipelines, abattoirs 

[slaughterhouses], and main television and radio outlets ? to offset the bud? 

getary crisis. Privatization is opposed by the ANC, which has endorsed a 

mixed economy of state, cooperative, and private ownership, because selling 
existing state corporations would place important assets in private hands and 

strip a new non-racial government of resources (estimated at $80 to $200 bil? 
lion in value) needed to redistribute wealth more equitably. In response, the 

government shifted to a "commercialization" policy, forcing the corporations 
to be run as if they were privately owned and responsible for profits and 
losses. Shares in some industries have been offered to employees 

? similar 

plans are circulating in Hungary 
? but the Congress of South African Trade 

Unions (COSATU) opposes this because "workers who buy shares will be re? 

luctant to take industrial action" (Wren, 1990). The ANC favors the develop? 
ment of an independent trade union movement for South Africa. This is 
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required, among other reasons, to secure the interests of workers indepen? 
dently of the parties negotiating or participating in joint ventures between the 
state and private sectors. 

Privatization, a standard North-inspired strategy, has not worked elsewhere 
in Africa (Hunter, 1991: 36). A primary reason for its failure is the reluctance 

of investors to cope with crumbling roads, irregular water supplies, and unreli? 
able telephone and electrical systems 

? a legacy of Western policy. South 
Africa's economic profile, however, gives it the potential to become a variant 

of the newly industrializing countries (South Africa exports primarily raw 

materials, bulk farm produce, and non-alloy steel to the core and other NICs, 
while importing mostly manufactured goods and electronic goods). Its econ? 

omy is characterized by a relatively efficient, industrialized core surrounded 

by a black periphery. The ANC's economic strategy therefore relies on 

"growth through redistribution," which centers on infrastructural investments 
such as electrification to create a multiplier effect in job creation and retail 
sales growth.5 Massive state spending will be required to provide adequate 
schools, hospitals, housing, and essential infrastructure (roads, sewers, tele? 

phone and electrical lines, etc.) for the black population. But jobs are also im? 

mediately needed: the economic distortions imposed by apartheid and exacer? 

bated by Western sanctions have caused severe unemployment, with the ANC 

estimating that seven million blacks are already unemployed and another 

200,000 will face dismissal this year (Wren, 1991). 

Violence and the State 

Clearly, the process of constructing a unitary, non-racial state in South 
Africa faces enormous obstacles. If it cannot meet the high expectations of 
black South Africans for real improvements in their standard of living, 
political difficulties lie ahead. It must overcome the structural violence that is 
a legacy of apartheid: dispersed and impoverished "homelands," the attendant 

migrant-labor system, with its disruption of family life, single-sex hostels, and 
subsistence wages. Forced relocations, poor housing, the high urban crime 

rate, plus endemic rural underemployment and child malnutrition must be 

dealt with programmatically. 
Whether inside or outside the government, the ANC will continue to be the 

central organizational force capable of rebuilding South Africa on terms fa? 

vorable to the majority population. Since it resumed operating within South 

Africa, the ANC has taken on the task of forging an effective oppositional al? 

liance and organization-building after 30 years of banishment and repression. 
For the ANC, such measures have included attempting to overcome the his? 

torical antagonism between it and the Pan-Africanist Congress and solving its 

"internal/external" problem by dissolving the United Democratic Front into 

the ANC. At its historic July 1991 conference in Durban, the ANC decided not 
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to transform itself from being a "liberation movement" into a conventional 

political party as favored by the government and plans instead to organize 
millions of South Africans onto the streets in mass antigovernment protests 

? 

"demonstrations of the kind that toppled Eastern European governments," in 
the words of one working commission member (UPI, 1991b). Members rec? 

ommended against participation in a government-backed all-party congress 
until the government had taken concrete steps to end the violence in the black 

townships, since it is used by the government to weaken the ANC. Further, it 
was recommended that the ANC strengthen its four main strategies 

? mass 

protest action, building up its army, strengthening its underground structures, 
and lobbying more effectively for international pressure against the 

government. 

Forces in the unofficial alliance between the National Party and the 
Inkatha Freedom Party have attempted to drive a wedge into the ANC by at? 

tacking the South African Communist Party's (SACP's) participation in it. 
Inkatha's Buthelezi has publicly attacked Chris Hani, a SACP and ANC mem? 

ber, chief of staff of the ANC's armed wing, Umkhonto we Sizwe, and ANC 
National Executive Committee member, as a "hard-line Stalinist," and the 
ANC-SACP linkage was a factor in Washington's freezing of $10 million in 

congressionally appropriated funds to promote the democratic process (Evans 
and Novak, 1991, and Ottaway, 1991b). The alliance is solid, but according to 

Hani, there are long-term strategic differences: "the ANC does not see itself 

going beyond the post-apartheid era, where there is a mixed economy," while 
the SACP ultimately embraces socialism (Goodman, 1991: 14). According to 

Nelson Mandela, the SACP has declared its cooperation with the ANC only up 
to the point of the overthrow of the apartheid state; thereafter, the ANC will 
follow its own program, which is not socialist, and the SACP will promote 
their own socialist line (UPI, 1991c). 

In the near term, however, of all the obstacles in the transition from au? 

thoritarianism to democracy in South Africa, perhaps the most troublesome is 

the endemic conflict and violence (analyzed comprehensively in the articles 
that follow), which have not only blocked ANC organizing efforts, but have 

also resulted in the death of thousands of its supporters. South Africa has ex? 

perienced its worst period of violence since the unbanning of the ANC. In re? 

sponse to evidence of government collusion in the violence via a "third force," 
the ANC called for the dismissal of Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok and 

Defense Minister Magnus Malan. The government's public relations response 
was twofold: on the one hand, it has attempted to discredit the ANC as the 
source of the violence, and, on the other, it has sought to persuade South 

Africans ? by now accustomed to the intervention of heavily armed police, 
often driving armored cars, at scenes of anti-apartheid actions and in the town? 

ships 
? that the state has begun to make every effort to control the violence. 
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With regard to the latter, although de Klerk did instruct the police to shift 
their focus from "political control" to "crime prevention," their primary ori? 
entation remains a paramilitary one. South Africa experiences one of the high? 
est crime rates in the world and police statistics have shown a 28.6% increase 
in murders from 1989 to 1990 ? 39 murders per 1,000 of the population, a 

figure that is about six times the U.S. rate of eight or nine per 1,000. Thus, ef? 
fective crime control and a professionalized police force are urgent necessities. 
Yet township residents have complained bitterly about police disinterest in 

fighting crime in their areas while the South African Defense Forces (SADF) 
announced possible plans "to protect white suburbs with commando units." 
After Nelson Mandela warned that the political violence in South Africa's 
black townships 

? which has killed nearly 10,000 people since 1984 ? could 

spread to white areas, in June 1991 nearly 60,000 police officers, or about 
two-thirds of South Africa's 96,000 strong police force, took part in 

"Operation Blitz," a nationwide crime prevention operation that was supposed 
to trace illegal weapons and stolen vehicles. Police systematically pulled 
drivers and passengers from their vehicles over an eight-hour period, arresting 
4,593 people mostly on traffic- or alcohol-related offenses. 

Government maneuvering for control over domestic and international per? 
ceptions on the nature of, and obstacles to, change has centered on its efforts 
to discredit the ANC ? and the idea that South Africa's black majority is ca? 

pable of governing the nation ? while promoting an alliance with precapital? 
ist black forces. The government has portrayed South Africa's violence as the 
result of ANC efforts to make the country ungovernable, claiming that the 
states of emergency were declared to restore the law and order necessary for 
the reform process to proceed. Black-on-black violence and killing (critics call 
it black-on-black policing), the government argued, call for extraordinary pre? 
ventive measures. Mass detentions were justified as efforts to isolate trouble? 
makers and stabilize the situation. The overriding importance accorded to the 

security of the state has thereby subordinated the protection of citizens to the 
maintenance of the existing order. According to Tomaselli (1991: 25), the 

greatest threats to the state were seen as "radicalism" and "communism," 
terms usually applied to anyone sympathetic to the Mass Democratic Move? 

ment (MDM). Aligned against "radical elements" were the "forces of modera? 

tion," which included Bantustan leaders, conservative township business peo? 

ple, and administrators loyal to the state patronage system, as well as vigilante 
forces, including Inkatha. In the words of the Minister of Law and Order, "the 

Police intend to face the future with moderates and fight against radical 

groups." 

The issue of ungovernability also surfaced in the international arena. In 

February 1991, South Africa's Finance Minister, Barend du Plessis, and Re? 
serve Bank Governor Chris Stals warned that maintaining international sane 
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tions, especially the constraints on international credit, could create unem? 

ployment on a scale that would make the country ungovernable within five 

years. Again in April 1991, President de Klerk linked sanctions with trouble 

making radicals and promoted moderates as the basis of stability: "a new con? 

stitution in South Africa...will and must be framed within the principles of 
real democracy.... Nothing can stop this process. It may be delayed by radi? 

cals trying to make the country ungovernable, but nothing can stop the pro? 
cess.... Investors can rest assured that the moderate majority in South Africa 
will make sure stability is maintained." 

It is distressing that this combination of smoke and mirrors has nearly suc? 

ceeded in the international arena. Of course, critics had noted the self-serving 
nature of the government's "law and order" pronouncements and the 

hypocrisy involved in the white minority government's sudden concern with 

the tendency to solve political questions by force, since it was they who seized 

the country by forceful invasion, ruled it through brutal coercion, and then 
outlawed peaceful protest and opposition. In July 1991, however, the 

"Inkathagate" slush fund scandal broke, publicly revealing the government's 
role in fostering the violence and manipulating Buthelezi's Inkatha Freedom 

Party with the aim of weakening the ANC. The scandal confirmed ANC 

charges that the government had been pursuing a two-track policy of "posing 
as committed to peace while waging a ruthless war against the ANC," and 
constituted a serious threat to the peace process in South Africa. Law and 
Order Minister Adriaan Vlok, Defence Minister Magnus Malan, Foreign 
Minister Roloef Botha, de Klerk, and his Finance Minister Barend du Plessis 
have been accused or implicated in the controversy surrounding the channel? 

ing of a $130 to $650 million top-secret slush fund maintained for a variety of 

dirty tricks (San Francisco Chronicle, July 23, 1991). Among the uses were 

the funding of the Inkatha-linked United Workers' Union of South Africa 

(UWUSA) during the past six years and of Inkatha rallies in 1989 and 1990, 
first at the request of the security police, which sought to counter the influence 

of the ANC after the release of Nelson Mandela, and then at the request of the 

Foreign Minister for two Inkatha anti-sanctions rallies. It has been well docu? 

mented that Inkatha rallies in Durban and Johannesburg have often ended in 

rampages through black townships in which many ANC supporters have lost 

their lives. 

Equally serious are press reports alleging that Defence Minister Malan's 

soldiers, dressed as Inkatha warriors, massacred black commuters on trains to 

foment violence between Inkatha and the ANC in order to weaken the latter. 

The New Nation, basing its report on statements from a former member of the 

army unit, claimed that a special forces unit based at Phalaborwa in the north? 

eastern Transvaal trained Mozambicans and Namibians to fire AK-47s on 

passenger trains; at the same time, the black weekly City Press published the 
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confession of a member of the largest gang in the Durban area, the 

Amasinyora, who stated that the SADF, Inkatha, and the police force of the 
KwaZulu homeland under Buthelezi's command had provided gangs with 

arms, training, and direction (Ottaway, 1991a). 

Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu has stated that if allegations of the 

army's participation in township violence are proved, and if President de 
Klerk knew of this participation, then de Klerk should resign. Despite Consti? 
tutional Development Minister Gerrit Viljoen's defense of de Klerk (he claims 

the payments occurred before the reform process led to a change in policy re? 

garding covert operations, taking effect a month after Mandela's release), both 
the leader of the right-wing Conservative Party, Andries Treurnicht, and the 

Deputy President of the anti-apartheid Pan Africanist Congress (PAC), 

Dikgang Moseneke, have called for the whole government to resign. The 
Democratic Party has called for the senior government ministers to step down. 
Buthelezi has refused to step down, but his personal secretary, M.Z. Khumalo, 

resigned after admitting that he knew about slush funds received by Inkatha 
from the South African government. The ANC has called for a full judicial in? 

quiry, and has stated that only an interim government made up of members 
from various political organizations can lead the country away from apartheid. 
Any pretense to an emergent rule-of-law state under the transitional steward? 

ship of the de Klerk government has been shattered. The peace process and 

negotiations are in great jeopardy; with another whites-only election a fore? 
closed option, and the integrity of the negotiating track in question, this again 
raises the specter of civil war. 

Part II: Overview of This Issue 

WE BELIEVE THIS TIMELY AND IMPORTANT COLLECTION OF ARTICLES PROVIDES 

a useful framework for understanding the ongoing changes in 

South Africa. The first series of articles deals with the dismantling 
of the legal edifice of apartheid and constitutional negotiations leading to a 

just dispensation for all South Africans in the context of a unitary, non-racial 
state. Movement and state strategies for the transition period are the subject of 

the second section. That material lays the basis for the next section, which ad? 

dresses the manifestations of structural violence in the migrant-labor system 
and depressed conditions in the homelands, and the serious violence that is 

currently tearing the townships apart. The final section discusses the economic 

realities that narrow the options for a new South Africa as well as the require? 
ments of social justice that go beyond legal equality to promote full social and 

economic equality. The logic of the exposition is by necessity somewhat arbi? 

trary. It does not imply that economic matters are less important than the po? 
litical agenda; quite the contrary. I have merely tried to arrange the subject 
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matter in a way that corresponds to shorter- and longer-term priorities, and the 

constitutional negotiations are surely the most urgent. 
In the lead article, author Albie Sachs, a prominent member of the African 

National Congress' Law and Constitutional Affairs Department, argues that 

although simple justice would demand that negotiations should exclusively 

concern how to dismantle the structures of apartheid, establish democracy, and 

correct the injustices of the past, the central issue being projected is the con? 

stitutional future of the whites. Sachs discusses the implications of the consti? 

tutional and nation-building strategies being proposed by a range of political 

forces in South Africa, a process that centers on the peculiarities of the South 

African experience but also provides insight into the solutions open to the 

emergent multilingual and multinational democracies in the Soviet Union and 

Eastern Europe. The article also addresses the prospect of expanding political 

and social rights in line with world developments. Sachs argues that the classic 

civil, political, and legal rights 
? the first generation of human rights 

? must 

be defended through the mechanisms of elections, free speech, and judicial re? 

view. The second generation of rights 
? social, economic, and cultural rights 

? are equally important since their incorporation into the constitution 

provides for the progressive materialization of rights. Similarly, the third 

generation of rights 
? the rights to peace, development, and respect for the 

environment ? must be integrated into the constitution. 

Until recently, South Africa's democratic movement has been reluctant to 

embrace a Bills of Rights 
? an attitude that might be expected in a country 

lacking a tradition of constitutionalism, where basic rights have been denied, 

and where the victims of apartheid have been exposed to the exercise of un 

mediated power. As Nicholas Haysom, a member of the ANC's Constitutional 

Committee, notes in his introduction to the accompanying working draft for an 

ANC Bill of Rights for a Democratic South Africa, to date Bills of Rights have 

been projected as an attempt to frustrate the exercise of political power by the 

majority. The current emphasis on constitutionalism recognizes the centrality 

of a participatory democracy for a thorough transformation of South Africa, 

the existence of full political and other rights as a condition for such democ? 

racy, and the importance of creating inclusive and stable political institutions. 

In "Remaking the South African Legal Order," D.M. Davis analyzes the 

premises underlying the debate on democracy and the rule of law. He notes 

that although liberalism was politically defeated with the complete ascendance 

of racist policies by 1948, the ideological alternatives to the liberal principles 

of justice and rights never took hold. As apartheid as an ideology supporting 

National Party policy lost its coherence, the government adopted the language 

of rights and the rule of law; by the end of the 1980s, a consensus ? from 

Nationalist Minister of Constitutional Development, Dr. Gerrit Viljoen, to 

South African Communist Party leader Joe Slovo ? had formed around the 
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discourse in favor of rights as the basis of democracy. Davis examines 
whether this broad unity in favor of multiparty democracy and a rights-ori? 
entated constitution is rhetorical or real. After outlining the existing legal or? 

der and its relationship to the rule of law, he deals with the necessary condi? 

tions and requirements for achieving a rights-orientated society. The article 
covers the central features of the debate in South Africa on a Bill of Rights 
and focuses on the limitations of liberal legal models ? especially their con? 

centration on individualist rather than collective interests and their compati? 

bility with more subtle forms of class domination. 
The next set of articles analyzes various aspects of movement and state 

strategies in the struggle to affect the course of the transition to a post 

apartheid society. They begin at the level of international law and sanctions 

and move to the challenge of remaking the criminal justice system. John 

Dugard's article on the role of international law in liberation struggles is an 

important contribution to the literature because it details the history and effec? 

tiveness of using international sanctions to apply pressure against egregious 
violations of human rights, thereby promoting the peaceful resolution of con? 

flict. The author examines the role that international law and the United Na? 
tions have played in bringing the National Party to the negotiating table and 

the role it can play in the process of transition. The world community's defini? 

tion of apartheid as a "crime against humanity" and as a "special international 
crime" raises the question of whether the architects of apartheid or those re? 

sponsible for executing its most brutal features will be granted amnesty or 

tried before tribunals applying the principles of Nuremberg. Unlike attempts in 

post-"dirty war" Argentina to prosecute acts of state terrorism, or the practices 
of some transitional governments in Eastern Europe in calling former state 

leaders to account, the conciliatory approach taken by the ANC and the Na? 

tional Party government to date suggests that no such trials will take place, as 

does the granting of amnesty to members of the ANC convicted of serious 

crimes. 
A companion piece to Dugard's contribution is "The Death Penalty in the 

Context of Commission of Crimes against Humanity in South Africa," by 

Munyonzwe Hamalengwa. Hamalengwa details the instruments in interna? 

tional law that have made apartheid a crime against humanity and outlawed 

racial discrimination, making such practices violations of international law, 
and under apartheid, an international crime. These international conventions 

can play a future role in helping to insure a just dispensation for all South 

Africans. 
The article also discusses the relation of torture to the practice of judicial 

murder, which contributed to giving South Africa one of the highest execution 

rates under the death penalty in the world. The author hopes that the reforms 

instituted in 1990 will mean the end of the death penalty there. President de 
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Klerk announced the suspension of executions, although judges can still pass 
the death penalty; the government also scrapped the mandatory death sentence 

for murder and promulgated an amendment granting condemned prisoners 
automatic right of appeal, as well as allowed people already on death row to 

petition the president for clemency. 
Mark Phillips and Laurie Nathan examine the changing role of the South 

African Defence Force (SADF) and South African Police (SAP), collectively 
known as the security forces, during the transition period. This article dis? 
cusses the historical function of the SAP and SADF and the nature of state se? 

curity policy; the profound changes in state strategy introduced by President 

de Klerk, and the implications of these changes for the security forces and 

their response; the possibilities and problems associated with transforming the 

police and military; and alternate approaches to security in the post-apartheid 
era. There is an interesting discussion of proposals made to transform the po? 
lice from a partisan force lacking in legitimacy because of its role as a guar? 
antor of racial inequality to one using normal international standards of 

policing. De Klerk's crime prevention policy was accompanied by a proposal 
to decentralize the force. Following "Inkathagate" and consequent demands on 

de Klerk to purge the recalcitrant security-force presence in his government, 
other proposals on the establishment of independent or all-party monitoring 
groups and the integration of members of the ANC's army into the SAP have 

taken on more urgency. Similar measures must be taken with the SADF. Ac? 

cording to the authors, the current debate on the future of the Defence Force 

hinges on the possible integration of the SADF and Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK). 

Negotiations should lead to formal integration of the SADF and MK, with se? 

nior MK soldiers being promoted to command positions in the new army. The 

Bantustan armies should be integrated into the new Defence Force and the sit? 
uation of other armed forces, such as that of the PAC, should be either inte? 

grated or dissolved in order to stabilize the situation and guarantee a lasting 
peace. 

A companion piece by Keyan Tomaselli and P. Eric Louw (both from the 

Contemporary Cultural Studies Unit at the University of Natal) analyses the 

manipulation of the media in the framework of the war strategy of the SADF. 

The authors examine the idea of "total war" and its Cold War antecedents, and 

discuss how people make sense of the world. They then offer a case study on 

disinformation involving the South African Defence Force's attempt to dis? 

credit the End Conscription Campaign using the media and compliant aca? 

demics. This form of media analysis has proved to be of enduring importance 
as the revelations of the "Inkathagate" scandal have once again highlighted the 

perilousness of relying on disingenuous official sources. 

As one of the key forms of governance, the criminal justice system will 

both reflect and give shape to a democratic transformation of South African 
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society. In "Democratizing the Criminal Justice System in South Africa," Nico 

Steytler describes democracy as an overriding necessity both to end the pre? 
sent repressive legal order and to guard against its future recurrence. By call? 

ing for all organs of government, including justice, security, and the armed 
forces to be representative of the people as a whole and democratic in their 
structure and functioning, the ANC's Constitutional Guidelines have made 
democratization an explicit goal. Steytler attempts to clarify the meaning of 

democracy and to explore what the democratization of criminal justice might 
entail in terms of the revamping the police and courts. The article examines 
the applicability of both the Western liberal democratic and African socialist 
traditions for criminal justice. 

Steytler warns that a strong centralized government will be needed in a 

post-apartheid South Africa to counteract deeply ingrained divisions and 
vested interests, leading possibly to authoritarian rule with few limitations on 

governmental power. Any governing coalition will tend to use law instrumen 

tally in the short term, with various degrees of repression, to achieve its social 

goals and to control political adversaries. The legacies of the apartheid legal 
order ? executive governance, a supplicant judiciary that subordinates proce? 
dural justice and the protection of fundamental rights, and a factional and 
fractious polity 

? could undercut a democratic ethos and prevent a new gov? 
ernment from unequivocally implementing a democratic justice system. The 

danger exists that the new order could seamlessly absorb the traditional juristic 
techniques practiced under apartheid. Steytler cites the example of Zimbabwe, 

where the revolutionary government settled comfortably into the repressive 
security apparatus created by the Smith regime, to warn that this could also be 
facilitated in the South African transition period by adopting the present dra 
conian security laws. The post-1974 Ethiopian example is also given because 
the penal code was largely extrapolated from prerevolutionary juristic tech? 

niques while executive governance was introduced at the expense of individ? 
ual freedom. 

State violence rests structurally on the inequities of apartheid as a socio? 
economic system. The government's Bantustan policy and forced relocations, 

predicated on creating a low-wage migrant labor system, has torn black family 
life asunder, institutionalized single-sex hostels, and given rise to endemic ru? 

ral underemployment, high urban crime rates, and malnourished children in 

inadequate housing. In "Between Verwoerd and the ANC: Profiles of Con? 

temporary Repression, Deprivation, and Poverty in South Africa's 

'Bantustans'," Eliphas G. Mukonoweshuro provides the background required 
for understanding the political and economic role of the Bantustans and the 

necessity for their reintegration into a unitary non-racial state. In a companion 

piece, Gerhard Mar6 analyzes the particular instance of the KwaZulu home? 

land ? Inkatha's base of operations. Mare, the author of the authoritative 
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book An Appetite for Power: Buthelezi's Inkatha and South Africa, traces the 

history of the violence in Natal and chief minister Mangosuthu Gatsha 
Buthelezi's role in negotiating a political peace. Inkatha distinguishes itself 
from other anti-apartheid forces because as a regional (homeland-based) orga? 
nization it exercises governmental functions: it dispenses patronage and con? 

trols repressive forces with a legitimacy that derives from their links to the 
central state. The power emanating from its function as an instrument of 

apartheid policy is the material basis of Inkatha's opposition to reincorporation 
into South Africa as part of a unitary (not a federal) state. It is also the basis 
for Inkatha's bitter competition with the ANC, since the latter could more ef? 

fectively represent the Bantustan constituencies at the national level. 
While Mare debunks the notion that the current violence in South Africa is 

indiscriminate "tribal" or ethnic warfare or "faction fighting," Lloyd 
Vogelman and Gillian Eagle seek approaches to overcoming endemic violence 

against South African women. The authors examine the incidence and causes 

of violence against women in the form of rape and attempted rape, battery, and 
other forms of physical assault. The authors argue that part of the problem 
stems from the general powerless of women in African society, even in anti 

apartheid organizations such as the ANC and PAC, where women are often in 
the minority or marginalized. They conclude that one of the most important 
ways to reduce violence is to attempt to rebuild local-level organizations such 
as the street committees and civic organizations that were largely crushed by 
the National Party government in 1987. Local leadership figures concerned 

with the problem of violence against women must active promote a culture of 
social non-acceptance for those who abuse women. Clearly, popular political 
organizations such as the ANC, which are struggling to develop grass-roots 
structures and to assert their vision of the world and of appropriate social con? 

duct over many of their supporters, should play a central role in this process. 
The final section, which deals with economic realities and the require? 

ments of social justice, begins with Pieter le Roux's overview of the South 
African economy and the democratic imperative. In language that is very in? 

telligible to non-economists, le Roux argues that the economic crisis facing 
South Africa calls for a fundamental restructuring of political-economic life 

there. The article lays out how apartheid, by excluding black South Africans 
from fully participating in the economic and political systems, fatally under? 

mined the economic potential of South Africa. Le Roux shows that the prob? 
lems of the South African economy are structural and cannot be blamed on 

external factors such as sanctions or disinvestment campaigns. Although the 

inequality of income distribution in South Africa today is among the highest in 

the world, le Roux believes that a Scandinavian-style social democracy is a 

real historical possibility and would constitute a compromise between right 

wing fears and left-wing aspirations for South Africa's economic future. 
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A companion piece by Steven Gelb ? who recently coordinated the 
Economic Trends Research Group, which conducts research for COSATU ? 

discusses the debate about strategies for democratizing economic growth in 

South Africa. The analysis takes into account both redistribution (the need to 

redress the extreme inequalities in distribution of income and wealth, and the 

related disparities in living standards) and the severe decline in South Africa's 

economic growth performance over recent years as a result of the economic 
crisis. The author elaborates on the emergence and stagnation of a growth 
model called "racial Fordism," which has relied upon racial domination as the 

preeminent factor shaping economic institutions. One effect of this stagnation 
has been the transformation of the imagery of the South African economy 
from a site of "super/exploitation" yielding "superprofits" to an economy in? 

creasingly abandoned as a locus of operations by multinational corporations, 
whether foreign or South African, because of high costs and poor profitability 
prospects. I believe that this article makes a vital contribution to understanding 
South Africa's future, not the least because it provides an alternate approach to 

restoring economic growth, one that is being debated and developed within the 

ANC and its allied organizations. 
It is well known that the schools in South Africa became a major locus of 

struggle. Education will play an equally central role in the economic transition 
to a post-apartheid South Africa. Bantu education was designed to educate 
black South Africans to remain slaves in the land of their birth. The denial to 

Africans of a technical education and the consequent shortage of skilled and 

well-qualified workers will likely rank among the most serious legacies of the 

apartheid era. In their article, Alan Morris and Jonathan Hyslop discuss the 

origins of the crisis in the education system for African people, which is today 
in a state of collapse. The authors describe the government's attempt in the 

1980s to recast its policies in such a way that racial domination could be 

maintained by accepting the existence of a permanent urban African working 
class and fostering the creation of privileged black strata that would be sup? 

portive or neutral toward the state. Consequently, they warn against taking a 

technocratic approach, with its focus on the need for education to underpin 
economic development and reliance on increased expenditures for black 

schools. Instead, post-apartheid education must begin with the total scrapping 
of the racist organization of schooling. Among other challenges, a successful 

transition period will require overcoming the illiteracy affecting a clear ma? 

jority of the black adult population. As in other crucial areas, there are no easy 
solutions, but a post-apartheid government must create a just, efficient, and 

acceptable education system. It is South Africa's future that is at stake. 
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NOTES 

1. Paternity for racist institutions in South Africa is equally attributable to the representa? 
tives of the British empire who fashioned the integrated system of economic exploitation in the re? 

gion. Apartheid can be traced to the original landing of the English and the Dutch there. The En? 

glish eventually established the first legal apartheid in Natal, but they did not set up the adminis? 

trative structures to enforce it. When the Afrikaners took power in 1948, they created legal 

apartheid with enabling legislation. At the same time, the votes of part of the English-speaking 

polity would keep the National Party in office. In the 1948 elections, the Nationalist Party won 

support from four central groups, and welded these into a cohesive class alliance: agricultural cap? 
ital, with promises to farmers of rigid influx control measures to stem the flow of labor from white 

farms and general control over African workers and a pricing policy that would guarantee a higher 
rate of profit to agriculture; white workers, particularly in the mining, metal, and building indus? 

tries, with promises of rigid job color bars to protect especially Afrikaner workers' positions 

against the entry of black semiskilled and skilled labor, as well as increased welfare measures fi? 

nanced through an attack on monopoly profits and the nationalization of the gold-mining industry; 
the Afrikaner petty bourgeoisie, which had been the principal base of the Nationalist Party and the 

N.P.*s main organizational force in the formulation of its apartheid policies for the 1948 election; 
and small Afrikaner finance, commercial and manufacturing capital, spearheaded by its political 

vanguard, the secret Afrikaner Broederbond (Davis et ah, 1988: 20). 
2. See, for example, Davis et al. (1988: 2) for a fuller treatment of this complex topic in the 

South African context. The discussion becomes especially problematic when examining the 

production relations developed during the colonial period on two continents. I would simply add 

that in the dialectics of the relationship between slavery in the New World and the development of 

capitalism in Europe, each provided the necessary conditions for the other's growth. The enslaved 

African American population was involved in the production of value in a system of commercial 

exploitation that was an integral part of the international relations of the growing capitalist world 

economy. Racism has served to maintain this unequal international division of labor; racial 

prejudice and discrimination have served to segment the polity in specific nation-states and must 

be analyzed for their intersection with class politics in the same way that "ethnic" and "tribal" 

conflict are examined. 

3. Reviewers of an earlier version of this article questioned this comparison on the grounds 
that other parties have existed in South Africa. My point of departure is to examine similarities in 
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transitions, and I admit to attempting to provoke the reader. Yet in pre-1989 Eastern Europe, 

Bulgarians pointed out their National Agrarian Union, the German Democratic Republic had four 

parties besides the leading Socialist Unity Party, and so on. South Africa's National Party con? 

trolled the commanding heights of the state at least as long as the East European Communist 

Parties did, and exercised enormous economic influence via the parastatals and state redistributive 

mechanisms. However, the comparison does break down given the existence of a large private 
sector and the absence of a constitutional provision specifically guaranteeing the leading role of 

the National Party 
? but it has surely guaranteed the non-leading role of the black majority. 

4. Today, South Africa's largest trading partners are Germany, Britain, the United States, 

Japan, Italy, and Taiwan (Associated Press, 1991). 
5. According to the ANC's chief economist, Tito Mboweni, their "conception of redistribu? 

tion is related to growth of the economy. Take the example of providing electricity to the town? 

ships. Providing more electricity creates more jobs, both within the electric company and else? 

where in the production of stoves, electric meters, fridges, and bulbs.... By meeting the basic need 

of electricity, you create a multiplier effect and it redistributes" (cited in Goodman, 1991). 
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